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Critchley on the origin of language. The particular contributions of the medieval and Renaissance authors to our understanding of the brain constituted the third session with communications by W. Paget The volume ends with a charming address by Sir Henry Dale, setting forth the importance of Anglo-American co-operation in science and medicine. This address will be treasured, not only because of the universal affection in which this venerable author is held, but because it contains so many of his own experiences.
To have these interesting chapters on the history of our knowledge of the brain collected into one volume is a privilege as well as a convenience. The Third International Poliomyelitis Congress in 1954 preceded the Francis Report of the field trial of Salk vaccine in North America, whereas the Fourth Congress at Geneva in 1957 was separated by two years from the startling events which occurred shortly after this first demonstration of effectiveness and the subsequent widespread introduction of vaccination in the summer of 1955. In the intervening period means had been found to ensure safety of the vaccine, and many countries beside America had experience of its manufacture and use. Particular interest at Geneva centred therefore on the problem of ensuring consistent potency in commercial batches, and in finding the method of administration which would give most durable immunity. Another major topic was the research on attenuated virus vaccines, and a comparison between the immunity thus conferred with that given by inactivated virus vaccines of the Salk type. The optimistic hopes, expressed editorially, for the rapid elimination of poliomyelitis by vaccination were not realized in 1958, but this does not detract from the high quality of the papers and discussions reported in this volume.
A large part of the Congress's work was concerned with other topics in poliomyelitis and related fields-the ECHO and Coxsackie viruses causing abacterial meningitis, problems of diagnosis, general considerations of tissue culture and viruses, the management of poliomyelitis with particular reference to respiratory distress and severe orthopxdic disability. All these discussions are fully reported, with a high standard of tabular material and illustration, and some outstanding reproductions of photomicrographs. Although a slip has occurred in the layout of the filtration method column of Table 23 to Bodian's paper, the volume is otherwise commendably free from typographical errors.
Cell and Tissue Culture. By This is an excellent and entirely practical textbook. The technique of cell culture has passed out of the hands of pioneers and experts and is now in everyday use by virologists, biochemists and even routine diagnostic laboratories. The "know-how" is often only available from mouth to mouth, and in few other sciences is success so easy when essentials are known and failure so certain when they are not.
The reviewer has already profited greatly from suggestions in nearly every chapter, and the book is as necessary to the experienced worker as to the beginner. Bibliography is full and up to date, and illustrations numerous and good. Most of us will only be sorry that so satisfactory a guide was not available years ago. (Publishers) Ltd. 1958. It is stated in the introduction to this book that it is intended "to provide the clinician, the
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